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Emergency clerical mistake correction letter
To William Efird <wefird@vadefenders.org>   Blind copy
stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl <stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>

To William Efird,
Certification and Compliance Attorney,
1604 Santa Rosa Road, Suite 200,
(804) 662-7249 ext. 134,
My son Brian David Hill re-read his complaint and memorandum affidavit and realized
that he made a confusing statement on multiple paragraphs which needed clarification to
explain them. It is truthful but needed clarification from my son. He explains that in his
emergency letter to you. He rather this be corrected as quick as possible before any
further action or review or investigation taken by your office. Brian thought it needed to
be clarified so that it makes sense. It would take forever to mail this quick clarification
emergency letter. It is important.
It is attached.
If you accept this clarification as to his confusing statements, then please let us know. He
has autism, so he works on things quickly, gets tired, and then crashes by falling asleep.
He works hard on things, and it overwhelms him. So please accept my son's clarification
for his clerical mistakes in his memorandum. His attorney knows that my son has autism
and type one diabetes. My son's claims on his autism and diabetes can easily be proven
in any investigation.
Normally my son would mail this as cheaply as possible for this, but this clerical mistake
needs to be corrected or clarified as soon as possible. If you want him to mail a copy,
Brian can just mail it with a stamp as cheaply as possible and then hopefully Brian can
be notified or I can be notified that it was received by your office.
Thanks,
Roberta Hill (assistant for electronic filing and online correspondence)
310 Forest Street, Apartment 1
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
 
Complainant:
Brian David Hill
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
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